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Ancient Lights by 

Algernon Blackwood
 
From Southwater, where he left the train, 
the road led due west. That he knew; for 
the rest he trusted to luck, being one of 
those born walkers who dislike asking the 
way. He had that instinct, and as a rule it 
served him well. “A mile or so due west 
along the sandy road till you come to a 
stile on the right; then across the fields. 
You’ll see the red house straight 
before you.” He glanced at the post-card’s 
instructions once again, and once again he 
tried to decipher the scratched-out 
sentence—without success. It had been so 
elaborately inked over that no word was 
legible. Inked-out sentences in a letter 
were always enticing. He wondered what it 
was that had to be so very carefully 
obliterated. 
 
The afternoon was boisterous, with a 
tearing, shouting wind that blew from the 
sea, across the Sussex weald. Massive 
clouds with rounded, piled-up edges, 
cannoned across gaping spaces of blue sky. 
Far away the line of Downs swept the 
horizon, like an arriving wave.  
 
Chanctonbury Ring rode their crest—a 
scudding ship, hull down before the wind. 
He took his hat off and walked rapidly, 
breathing great draughts of air with delight 
and exhilaration. The road was deserted; 
no horsemen, bicycles, or motors; not even 
a tradesman’s cart; no single walker. But 
anyhow he would never have asked the 
way. Keeping a sharp eye for the stile, 
he pounded along, while the wind tossed 
the cloak against his face, and made waves 
across the blue puddles in the yellow road. 
The trees showed their under leaves of 
white. The bracken and the high new grass 
bent all one way. Great life was in the day, 
high spirits and dancing everywhere. And 
for a Croydon surveyor’s clerk just out of an 
office this was like a holiday at the sea. 
It was a day for high adventure, and his 
heart rose up to meet the mood of Nature 

A description of a conscious space: in Ars 
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His umbrella with the silver ring ought to 
have been a sword, and his brown shoes 
should have been top-boots with spurs 
upon the heels. Where hid the enchanted 
Castle and the princess with the hair of 
sunny gold? His horse...  
 
The stile came suddenly into view and 
nipped adventure in the bud. Everyday 
clothes took him prisoner again. He was a 
surveyor’s clerk, middle-aged, earning 
three pounds a week, coming from 
Croydon to see about a client’s proposed 
alterations in a wood—something 
to ensure a better view from the dining- 
room window. Across the fields, perhaps 
a mile away, he saw the red house 
gleaming in the sunshine; and resting on 
the stile a moment to get his breath he 
noticed a copse of oak and hornbeam on 
the right. “Aha,” he told himself “so 
that must be the wood he wants to cut 
down to improve the view? I’ll ’ave a look 
at it.” There were boards up, of course, 
but there was an inviting little path as 
well. “I’m not a trespasser,” he said; “it’s 
part of my business, this is.” 
 
He scrambled awkwardly over the gate 
and entered the copse. A little round 
would bring him to the field again. But 
the moment he passed among the trees 
the wind ceased shouting and a 
stillness dropped upon the world. So 
dense was the growth that the sunshine 
only came through in isolated patches. 
The air was close. He mopped his 
forehead and put his green felt hat on, 
but a low branch knocked it off again at 
once, and as he stooped an elastic twig 
swung back and stung his face. There 
were flowers along both edges of the 
little path; glades opened on either side; 

ferns curved about in damper corners, and 
the smell of earth and foliage was rich 
and sweet. It was cooler here. What an 
enchanting little wood, he thought, 
turning down a small green glade where 
the sunshine flickered like silver wings. 
How it danced and fluttered and moved 
about! He put a dark blue flower in his 
buttonhole. 
 
Again his hat, caught by an oak branch as 
he rose, was knocked from his head, 
falling across his eyes. And this time he 
did not put it on again. Swinging his 
umbrella, he walked on with uncovered 
head, whistling rather loudly as he went. 
But the thickness of the trees hardly 
encouraged whistling, and something of 
his gaiety and high spirits seemed to leave 
him. He suddenly found himself treading 
circumspectly and with caution. The 
stillness in the wood was so peculiar.  
 
There was a rustle among the ferns and 
leaves and something shot across the path 
ten yards ahead, stopped abruptly an 
instant with head cocked sideways to 
stare, then dived again beneath the 
underbrush with the speed of a shadow. 
He started like a frightened child, laughing 
the next second that a mere pheasant 
could have made him jump. In the distance 
he heard wheels upon the road, and 
wondered why the sound was pleasant. 
“Good old butcher’s cart,” he said to 
himself—then realised that he was going 
in the wrong direction and had somehow 
got turned round. For the road should be 
behind him, not in front. And he hurriedly 
took another narrow glade that lost itself 
in greenness to the right.  



“That’s my direction, of course,” he said; “the 
trees has mixed me up a bit, it seems”—then 
found himself abruptly by the gate he had 
first climbed over. He had merely made a 
circle. Surprise became almost discomfiture 
then. And a man, dressed like a gamekeeper 
in browny green, leaned against the gate, 
hitting his legs with a switch. 
 
“I’m making for Mr. Lumley’s farm,” 
explained the walker. “This is his wood, I 
believe—” then stopped dead, because it 
was no man at all, but merely an effect of 
light and shade and foliage. He stepped 
back to reconstruct the singular illusion, but 
the wind shook the branches roughly here 
on the edge of the wood and the foliage 
refused to reconstruct the figure. The leaves 
all rustled strangely. And just then the sun 
went behind a cloud, making the whole 
wood look otherwise. Yet how the mind 
could be thus doubly deceived was indeed 
remarkable, for it almost seemed to him the 
man had answered, spoken—or was this the 
shuffling noise the branches made ?—and 
had pointed with his switch to the notice- 
board upon the nearest tree. 
 
The words rang on in his head, but of course 
he had imagined them: “No, it’s not his 
wood. It’s ours.” And some village wit, 
moreover, had changed the lettering on the 
weather-beaten board, for it read quite 
plainly, “Trespassers will be persecuted.” 
And while the astonished clerk read the 
words and chuckled, he said to himself, 
thinking what a tale he’d have to tell his 
wife and children later—“The blooming 
wood has tried to chuck me out. But I’ll go 
in again. Why, it’s only a matter of a square 
acre at most. I’m bound to reach the fields 
on the other side if I keep straight on.” He 
remembered his position in the office. He 
had a certain dignity to maintain. 
The cloud passed from below the sun, and 
light splashed suddenly in all manner of 
unlikely places. The man went straight on. 
He felt a touch of puzzling confusion 
somewhere; this way the copse had of 
shifting from sunshine into shadow 
doubtless troubled sight a little. To his relief 
at last, a new glade opened through the 
trees and disclosed the fields with a glimpse 
of the red house in the distance at the far 

end. But a little wicket gate that stood 
across the path had first to be climbed, and 
as he scrambled heavily over—for it would 
not open—he got the astonishing feeling 
that it slid off sideways beneath his weight, 
and towards the wood. Like the moving 
staircases at Harrod’s and Earl’s Court, it 
began to glide off with him. It was quite 
horrible. He made a violent effort to get 
down before it carried him into the trees, 
but his feet became entangled with the bars 
and umbrella, so that he fell heavily upon 
the farther side, arms spread across the 
grass and nettles, boots clutched between 
the first and second bars. He lay there a 
moment like a man crucified upside down, 
and while he struggled to get disentangled 
—feet, bars, and umbrella formed a regular 
net—he saw the little man in browny green 
go past him with extreme rapidity through 
the wood. The man was laughing. He 
passed across the glade some fifty yards 
away, and he was not alone this time. A 
companion like himself went with him. The 
clerk, now upon his feet again, watched 
them disappear into the gloom of green 
beyond. “They’re tramps, not gamekeepers,” 
he said to himself, half mortified, half angry. 
But his heart was thumping dreadfully, and 
he dared not utter all his thought. 
 
He examined the wicket gate, convinced it 
was a trick gate somehow—then went 
hurriedly on again, disturbed beyond belief 
to see that the glade no longer opened into 
fields, but curved away to the right. What in 
the world had happened to him? His sight 
was so utterly at fault. Again the sun flamed 
out abruptly and lit the floor of the wood 
with pools of silver, and at the same 
moment a violent gust of wind passed 
shouting overhead. Drops fell clattering 
everywhere upon the leaves, making a 
sharp pattering as of many footsteps. The 
whole copse shuddered and went moving. 
“Rain, by George,” thought the clerk, and 
feeling for his umbrella, discovered he had 
lost it. He turned back to the gate and found 
it lying on the farther side. To his 
amazement he saw the fields at the far end 
of the glade, the red house, too, ashine in 
the sunset. He laughed then, for, of course, 
in his struggle with the gate, he had 
somehow got turned round - had fallen 

back instead of forwards. Climbing over, 
this time quite easily, he retraced his 
steps. The silver band, he saw, had been 
torn from the umbrella. No doubt his 
foot, a nail, or something had caught in 
it and ripped it off. The clerk began to 
run; he felt extraordinarily dismayed. 
But, while he ran, the entire wood ran 
with him, round him, to and fro, trees 
shifting like living things, leaves folding 
and unfolding, trunks darting backwards 
and forwards, and branches disclosing 
enormous empty spaces, then closing up 
again before he could look into them. 
There were footsteps everywhere, and 
laughing, crying voices, and crowds of 
figures gathering just behind his back 
till the glade, he knew, was thick with 
moving life. The wind in his ears, of 
course, produced the voices and the 
laughter, while sun and clouds, plunging 
the copse alternately in shadow and 
bright dazzling light, created the figures. 
But he did not like it, and went as fast as 
ever his sturdy legs could take him. He 
was frightened now. This was no story 
for his wife and children. He ran like the 
wind. But his feet made no sound upon 
the soft mossy turf. 
 
Then, to his horror, he saw that the 
glade grew narrow, nettles and weeds 
stood thick across it, it dwindled down 
into a tiny path, and twenty yards ahead 
it stopped finally and melted off among 
the trees. What the trick gate had failed 
to achieve, this twisting glade 
accomplished easily—carried him in 
bodily among the dense and crowding 
trees. 
 
There was only one thing to do—turn 
sharply and dash back again, run 
headlong into the life that followed at 
his back, followed so closely too that 
now it almost touched him, pushing him 
in. And with reckless courage this was 
what he did. It seemed a fearful thing 
to do. He turned with a sort of violent 
spring, head down and shoulders 
forward, hands stretched before his face. 
He made the plunge; like a hunted 
creature he charged full tilt the other 
way, meeting the wind now in his face. 



Good Lord! The glade behind him had 
closed up as well; there was no longer 
any path at all. Turning round and 
round, like an animal at bay, he searched 
for an opening, a way of escape, 
searched frantically, breathlessly, 
terrified now in his bones. But foliage 
surrounded him, branches blocked the 
way; the trees stood close and still, 
unshaken by a breath of wind; and the 
sun dipped that moment behind a great 
black cloud. The entire wood turned 
dark and silent. It watched him. 
 
Perhaps it was this final touch of sudden 
blackness that made him act so 
foolishly, as though he had really lost 
his head. At any rate, without pausing to 
think, he dashed headlong in among the 
trees again. There was a sensation of 
being stiflingly surrounded and 
entangled, and that he must break out at 
all costs—out and away into the open of 
the blessed fields and air. He did this ill- 
considered thing, and apparently 
charged straight into an oak that 
deliberately moved into his path to stop 
him. He saw it shift across a good full 
yard, and being a measuring man, 
accustomed to theodolite and chain, he 
ought to know. He fell, saw stars, and 
felt a thousand tiny fingers tugging and 
pulling at his hands and neck and 
ankles. The stinging nettles, no doubt, 
were responsible for this. He thought of 
it later. At the moment it felt diabolically 
calculated. 
 
But another remarkable illusion was not 
so easily explained. For all in a moment, 
it seemed, the entire wood went sliding 
past him with a thick deep rustling of 
leaves and laughter, myriad footsteps, 
and tiny little active, energetic shapes; 
two men in browny green gave him a 
mighty hoist—and he opened his eyes to 
find himself lying in the meadow beside 
the stile where first his incredible 
adventure had begun. The wood stood in 
its usual place and  stared down upon 
him in the sunlight. There was the red 
house in the distance as before. Above 
him grinned the weather-beaten notice- 
board: 

“Trespassers will be prosecuted.” 
 
Dishevelled in mind and body, and a 
good deal shaken in his official soul, the 
clerk walked slowly across the fields. But 
on the way he glanced once more at the 
postcard of instructions, and saw with 
dull amazement that the inked-out 
sentence was quite legible after all 
beneath the scratches made across it: 
 
 “There is a short cut through the wood 
—the wood I want cut down—if you care 
to take it.” Only “care” was so badly 
written, it looked more like another 
word; the “c” was uncommonly like “d.”   
 
“That’s the copse that spoils my view of 
the Downs, you see,” his client explained 
to him later, pointing across the fields, 
and referring to the ordnance map 
beside him. “I want it cut down and a 
path made so and so.” His finger 
indicated direction on the map. “The 
Fairy Wood—it’s still called, and it’s far 
older than this house. Come now, if 
you’re ready, Mr. Thomas, we might go 
out and have a look at it. . .” 
 



Everyone who has travelled over Eastern England knows the smaller country-houses with 
which it is studded—the rather dank little buildings, usually in the Italian style, surrounded 
with parks of some eighty to a hundred acres. For me they have always had a very strong 
attraction: with the gray paling of split oak, the noble trees, the meres with their reed-beds, 
and the line of distant woods. Then, I like the pillared portico—perhaps stuck on to a red- 
brick Queen Anne house which has been faced with stucco to bring it into line with the 
'Grecian' taste of the end of the eighteenth century; the hall inside, going up to the roof, 
which hall ought always to be provided with a gallery and a small organ. I like the library, 
too, where you may find anything from a Psalter of the thirteenth century to a Shakespeare 
quarto. I like the pictures, of course; and perhaps most of all I like fancying what life in such a 
house was when it was first built, and in the piping times of landlords' prosperity, and not 
least now. when, if money is not so plentiful, taste is more varied and life quite as interesting. 
I wish to have one of these houses, and enough money to keep it together and entertain my 
friends in it modestly. 
 
But this is a digression. I have to tell you of a curious series of events which happened in 
such a house as I have tried to describe. It is Castringham Hall in Suffolk. I think a good deal 
has been done to the building since the period of my story, but the essential features I have 
sketched are still there—Italian portico, square block of white house, older inside than out, 
park with fringe of woods, and mere. The one feature that marked out the house from a score 
of others is gone. As you looked at it from the park, you saw on the right a great old ash- 
tree growing within half a dozen yards of the wall, and almost or quite touching the building 
with its branches. I suppose it had stood there ever since Castringham ceased to be a fortified 
place, and since the moat was filled in and the Elizabethan dwelling-house built. At any rate, 
it had well-nigh attained its full dimensions in the year 1690. 
 
In that year the district in which the Hall is situated was the scene of a number of witch- 
trials. It will be long, I think, before we arrive at a just estimate of the amount of solid reason 
—if there was any—which lay at the root of the universal fear of witches in old times. 
Whether the persons accused of this offence really did imagine that they were possessed of 
unusual power of any kind; or whether they had the will at least, if not the power, of doing 
mischief to their neighbours; or whether all the confessions, of which there are so many, 
were extorted by the mere cruelty of the witch-finders—these are questions which are not, I 
fancy, yet solved. And the present narrative gives me pause I cannot altogether sweep it away 
as mere invention. The reader must judge for himself. 
 
Castringham contributed a victim to the auto-da-fè. Mrs. Mothersole was her name, and she 
differed from the ordinary run of village witches only in being rather better off and in a more 
influential position. Efforts were made to save her by several reputable farmers of the parish. 
They did their best to testify to her character, and showed considerable anxiety as to the 
verdict of the jury. 
 
But what seems to have been fatal to woman was the evidence of the then proprietor of 
Castringham Hall—Sir Matthew Fell. He deposed to having watched her on three different 
occasions from his window, at the full of the moon, gathering branches 'from the ash-tree 
near my house.' She had climbed into the branches, clad only in her shift, and was cutting off 
small twigs with a peculiarly curved knife, and as she did so she seemed be talking to herself. 
On each occasion Sir Matthew had done his best to capture the woman, but she had always 
taken alarm at some accidental noise he had made, and all he could see when he got down 
to the garden was a hare running across the path in the direction of the village.

This is for an episode of the podcast which went live early.M. R. James 

The Ash-Tree



On the third night he had been at the pains to follow at his 
best speed, and had gone straight to Mrs. Mothersole's house; 
but he had had to wait a quarter of an hour battering at her 
door, and then she had come out very cross, and apparently 
very sleepy, as if just out of bed; and he had no good 
explanation to offer of his visit. 
 
Mainly on this evidence, though there was much more of a less 
striking and unusual kind from other parishioners, Mrs. 
Mothersole was found guilty and condemned to die. She was 
hanged a week after the trial, with five or six more unhappy 
creatures, at Bury St. Edmunds. 
 
Sir Matthew Fell, then Deputy-Sheriff, was present at the 
execution. It was a damp, drizzly March morning when the cart 
made its way up the rough grass hill outsideNorthgate, where 
the gallows stood. The other victims were apathetic or broken 
down with misery; but Mrs. Mothersole was, as in life so in 
death, of a very different temper. Her 'poysonous Rage,' as a 
reporter of the time puts it, 'did so work upon the Bystanders— 
yea, even upon the Hangman—that it was constantly affirmed 
of all that saw her that she presented the living Aspect of a 
mad Divell. Yet she offer'd no Resistance to the Officers of the 
Law; onely she looked upon those that laid Hands upon her 
with so direfull and venomous an Aspect that—as one of them 
afterwards assured me—the meer Thought of it preyed inwardly 
upon his Mind for six Months after.' 
 
However, all that she is reported to have said was the 
seemingly meaningless words: 'There will be guests at the 
Hall.' Which she repeated more than once in an undertone. 
 
Sir Matthew Fell was not unimpressed by the bearing of the 
woman. He had some talk upon the matter with the Vicar of his 
parish, with whom he travelled home after the assize business 
was over.. His evidence at the trial had not been very willingly 
given; he was not specially infected with the witch-finding 
mania, but he declared, then and afterwards, that he could not 
give any other account of the matter than that he had given, 
and that he could not possibly have been mistaken as to what 
he saw. The whole transaction had been repugnant to him, for 
he was a man who liked to be on pleasant terms with those 
about him; but he saw a duty to be done in this business, and 
he had done it. That seems to have been the gist of his 
sentiments, and the Vicar applauded it, as any reasonable man 
must have done. 
 
A few weeks after, when the moon of May was at the full. Vicar 
and Squire met again in the park, and walked to the Hall 
together. Lady Fell was with her mother, who was dangerously 
ill, and Sir Matthew was alone at home; so the Vicar, Mr. 
Crome, was easily persuaded to take a late supper at the Hall.

Sir Matthew was not very good company this evening. The talk 
ran chiefly on family and parish matters, and, as luck would 
have it. Six Matthew made a memorandum in writing of certain 
wishes or intentions of his regarding his estates, which 
afterwards proved exceedingly useful. 
 
When Mr. Crome thought of starting for home, about half-past 
nine o'clock, Sir Matthew and he took a preliminary turn on the 
gravelled walk at the back of the house. The only incident that 
struck Mr. Crome was this: they were in sight of the ash-tree 
which I described as growing near the windows of the building, 
when Sir Matthew stopped and said: 
 
'What is that that runs up and down the stem of the ash? It is 
never a squirrel? They will all be in their nests by now.' 
 
The Vicar looked and saw the moving creature, but he could 
make nothing of its colour in the moonlight. The sharp outline, 
however, seen for an instant, was imprinted on his brain, and 
he could have sworn, he said, though it sounded foolish, that, 
squirrel or not, it had more than four legs. 
 
 
Still, not much was to be made of the momentary vision, and 
the two men parted. They may have met since then, but it was 
not for a score of years. 
 
Next day Sir Matthew Fell was not downstairs at six in the 
morning, as was his custom, nor at seven, nor yet at eight. 
Hereupon the servants went and knocked at his chamber door. I 
need not prolong the description of their anxious listenings 
and renewed batterings on the panels. The door was opened at 
last from the outside, and they found their master dead and 
black. So much you have guessed. That there were any marks of 
violence did not at the moment appear; but the window was 
open. 
 
One of the men went to fetch the parson, and then by his 
directions rode on to give notice to the coroner. Mr. Crome 
himself went as quick as he might to the Hall, and was shown 
to the room where the dead man lay. He has left some notes 
among his papers which show how genuine a respect and 
sorrow was felt for Sir Matthew, and there is also this passage, 
which I transcribe for the sake of the light it throws upon the 
course of events, and; upon the common beliefs of the time: 
 
'There was not any the least Trace of an Entrance having been 
forc'd to the Chamber: but the Casement stood open, as my 
poor Friend would always have it in this Season. He had his 
Evening Drink of small Ale in a silver vessel of about a pint 
measure, and tonight had not drunk it out. This Drink was 
examined by the Physician from Bury, a Mr. Hodgkins, who 
could not, however, afterwards declar'd upon his Oath, before 
the Coroner's quest, discover that any matter of a venomous 



kind was present in it. For, as was natural, in the great Swelling 
and Blackness of the Corpse, there was talk made among the 
Neighbours of Poyson. The Body was very much Disorder'd as it 
laid in the Bed, being twisted after so extream a sort as gave 
too probable Conjecture that my worthy Friend and Patron had 
expir'd in great Pain and Agony. And what is as yet unexplain'd, 
and to myself the Argument of some Horrid and Artfull Designe 
in the Perpetrators of this Barbarous Murther, was this, that the 
Women which were entrusted with the laying-out of the Corpse 
and washing it, being both sad Persons and very well 
 
Respected in their Mournfull Profession, came to me in a great 
Pain and Distress both of Mind and Body, saying, what was 
indeed confirmed upon the first View, that they had no sooner 
touched the Breast of the Corpse with their naked Hands than 
they were sensible of a more than ordinary violent Smart and 
Acheing in their Palms, which, with then- whole Forearms, in 
no long time swelled so immoderately, the Pain still 
continuing, that, as afterwards proved, during many weeks they 
were forc'd to lay by the exercise of their Calling; and yet no 
mark seen on the Skin. 
 
'Upon hearing this, I sent for the Physician, who was still in the 
House, and we made as carefull a Proof as we were able by the 
Help of a small Magnifying Lens of Crystal of the condition of 
the Skinn on this Part of the Body: but could not detect with 
the Instrument we had any Matter of Importance beyond a 
couple of small Punctures or Pricks, which we then concluded 
were the Spotts by which the Poyson might be introduced, 
remembering that Ring of Pope Borgia, with other known 
Specimens of the Horrid Art of the Italian Poysoners of the last 
age. 
 
'So much is to be said of the Symptoms seen on the Corpse. As 
to what I am to add, it is meerly my own Experiment, and to be 
left to Posterity to judge whether there be anything of Value 
therein. There was on the Table by the Beddside a Bible of the 
small size, in which my Friend—punctuall as in Matters of less 
Moment, so in this more weighty one—used nightly, and upon 
his First Rising, to read a sett Portion. And I taking it up—not 
without a Tear duly paid to him which from the Study of this 
poorer Adumbration was now pass'd to the contemplation of its 
great Originall—it came into my Thoughts, as at such moments 
of Helplessness we are prone to catch at any the least Glimmer 
that makes promise of Light, to make trial of that old and by 
many accounted Superstitious Practice of drawing the Sortes: 
of which a Principall Instance, in the case of his late Sacred 
Majesty the Blessed Martyr King Charles and my Lord Falkland, 
was now much talked of. I must needs admit that by my Trial 
not much Assistance was aflforded me: yet, as the Cause and 
Origin of these Dreadfull Events may hereafter be search'd out, 
I set down the Results, in the case it may be found that they 
pointed the true Quarter of the Mischief to a quicker 
Intelligence than my own. 

'I made, then, three trials, opening the Book and placing my 
Finger upon certain Words: which gave in the first these words, 
from Luke xiii. 7, Cut it down; in the second, Isaiah xiii. 20, It 
shall never be inhabited; and upon the third Experiment, Job 
xxxix. 30, Her young ones also suck up blood.' 
 
This is all that need be quoted from Mr. Crome's papers. Sir 
Matthew Fell was duly coffined and laid into the earth, and his 
funeral sermon, preached by Mr. Crome on the following 
Sunday, has been printed under the title of 'The Unsearchable 
Way; or, England's Danger and the Malicious Dealings of 
Antichrist.' it being the Vicar's view, as well as that most 
commonly held in the neighbourhood, that the Squire was the 
victim of a recrudescence of the Popish Plot. 
 
His son, Sir Matthew the second, succeeded to the title and 
estates. And so ends the first act of the Castringham tragedy. It 
is to be mentioned, though the fact is not surprising, that the 
new Baronet did not occupy the room in which his father had 
died. Nor, indeed, was it slept in by anyone but an occasional 
visitor during the whole of his occupation He died in 1735, and 
I do not find that anything particular marked his reign, save a 
curiously constant mortality among his cattle and live-stock in 
general, which showed tendency to increase slightly as time 
went on. 
 
Those who are interested in the details will find a statistical 
account in a letter to the Gentleman's Magazine of 1772, which 
draws the facts from the Baronet's own papers. He put an end 
to it at last by a very simple expedient, that of shutting up all 
his beasts in sheds at night, and keeping no sheep in his park. 
For he had noticed that nothing was ever attacked that spent 
the night indoors. After that the disorder confined itself to wild 
birds, and beasts of chase. But as we have no good account of 
the symptoms, and as all-night watching was quite 
unproductive of any clue, I do not dwell on what the Suffolk 
farmers called the 'Castringham sickness.' 
 
The second Sir Matthew died in 1785, as I said, and was duly 
succeeded by his son, Sir Richard. It was in his time that the 
great family pew was built out on the north side of the parish 
church. So large were the Squire's ideas that several of the 
graves on that unhallowed side of the building had to be 
disturbed to satisfy his requirements. Among them was that of 
Mrs. Mothersole, the position of which was accurately known, 
thanks to a note on a plan of the church and yard, both made 
by Mr. Crome. 
 
A certain amount of interest was excited in the village when it 
was known that the famous witch, who was still remembered 
by a few, was to be exhumed. And the feeling of surprise, and 
indeed disquiet, was very strong when it was found that, 
though her coffin was fairly sound and unbroken, there was no 
trace whatever inside it of body, bones, or dust. Indeed, it is a 



'Well, put me in there, for there I'll lie to-night,' said her 
master. 'Which way is it? Here, to be sure;' and he hurried off. 
 
'Oh, Sir Richard, but no one has slept there these forty years. 
The air has hardly changed since Sir Matthew died there.' 
 
Thus she spoke, and rustled after him. 
 
'Come, open the door, Mrs. Chiddock. I'll see the chamber, at 
least.' 
 
So it was opened, and, indeed, the smell was very close and 
earthy. Sir Richard crossed to the window, and, impatiently, as 
was his wont, threw the shutters back, and flung open the 
casement. For this end of the house was one which the 
alterations had barely touched, grown up as it was with the 
great ash-tree, and being otherwise concealed from view. 
 
'Air it, Mrs. Chiddock, all to-day, and move my bed-furniture in 
in the afternoon. Put the Bishop of Kilmore in my old room.' 
 
'Pray, Sir Richard,' said a new voice, breaking in on this speech, 
'might I have the favour of a moment's interview?' 
 
Sir Richard turned round and saw a man in black in the 
doorway, who bowed. 
 
 
'I must ask your indulgence for this intrusion. Sir Richard. You 
will, perhaps, hardly remember me. My name is William Crome, 
and my grandfather was Vicar here in your grandfather's time.' 
 
'Well, sir,' said Sir Richard, 'the name of Crome is always a 
passport to Castringham. I am glad to renew a friendship of two 
generations' standing. In what can I serve you? for your hour of 
calling—and, if I do not mistake you, your bearing—shows you 
to be in some haste.' 
 
'That is no more than the truth, sir. I am riding from Norwich to 
Bury St. Edmunds with what haste I can make, and I have called 
in on my way to leave with you some papers which we have but 
just come upon in looking over what my grandfather left at his 
death. It is thought you may find some matters of family 
interest in them.' 
 
'You are mighty obliging, Mr. Crome, and, if you will be so good 
as to follow me to the parlour, and drink a glass of wine, we 
will take a first look at these same papers together. And you, 
Mrs. Chiddock, as I said, be about airing this chamber. . . . Yes, it 
is here my grandfather died. . . . Yes, the tree, perhaps, does 
make the place a little dampish. . . . No; I do not wish to listen 
to any more. Make no difficulties, I beg. You have your orders— 
go. Will you follow me, sir?'

a curious phenomenon, for at the time of her burying no such 
things were dreamt of as resurrection-men, and it is difficult to 
conceive any rational motive for stealing a body otherwise than 
for the uses of the dissecting-room. 
  
The incident revived for a time all the stories of witch-trials 
and of the exploits of the witches, dormant for forty years, and 
Sir Richard's orders that the coffin should be burnt were 
thought by a good many to be rather foolhardy, though they 
were duly carried out. 
 
Sir Richard was a pestilent innovator, it is certain. Before his 
time the Hall had been a fine block of the mellowest red brick; 
but Sir Richard had travelled in Italy and become infected with 
the Italian taste, and, having more money than his 
predecessors, he determined to leave an Italian palace where 
he had found an English house. So stucco and ashlar masked 
the brick; some indifferent Roman marbles were planted about 
in the entrance-hall and gardens; a reproduction of the Sibyl's 
temple at Tivoli was erected on the opposite bank of the mere; 
and Castringham took an entirely new, and, I must say, a less 
engaging, aspect. But it was much admired, and served as a 
model to a good many of the neighbouring gentry in after- 
years. 
 
One morning, (it was in 1754) Sir Richard woke after a night of 
discomfort. It had been windy, and his chimney had smoked 
persistently, and yet it was so cold that he must keep up a fire. 
Also something had so rattled about the window that no man 
could get a moment's peace. Further, there was the prospect of 
several guests of position arriving in the course of the day, who 
would expect sport of some kind, and the inroads of the 
distemper (which continued among his game) had been lately 
so serious that he was afraid for his reputation as a game- 
preserver. But what really touched him most nearly was the 
other matter of his sleepless night. He could certainly not sleep 
in that room again. 
 
That was the chief subject of his meditations at breakfast, and 
after it he began a systematic examination of the rooms to see 
which would suit his notions best. It was long before he found 
one. This had a window with an eastern aspect and that with a 
northern; this door the servants would be always passing, and 
he did not like the bedstead in that. No, he must have a room 
with a western look-out, so that the sun could not wake him 
early, and it must be out of the way of the business of the 
house. The housekeeper was at the end of her resources. 
 
'Well, Sir Richard,' she said, 'you know that there is but the one 
room like that in the house.' 
 
'Which may that be?' said Sir Richard. 
 
'And that is Sir Matthew's—the West Chamber.'



They went to the study. The packet which young Mr. Crome had 
brought—he was then just become a Fellow of Clare Hall in 
Cambridge, I may say, and subsequently brought out a 
respectable edition of Polyænus—contained among other 
things the notes which the old Vicar had made upon the 
occasion of Sir Matthew Fell's death. And for the first time Sir 
Richard was confronted with the enigmatical Sortes Biblicæ 
which you have heard. They amused him a good deal. 
 
'Well,' he said, *my grandfather's Bible gave one prudent piece 
of advice—Cut it down. If that stands for the ash-tree, he may 
rest assured I shall not neglect it. Such a nest of catarrhs and 
agues was never seen.' 
 
The parlour contained the family books, which, pending the 
arrival of a collection which Sir Richard had made in Italy, and 
the building of a proper room to receive them, were not many 
in number. 
 
Sir Richard looked up from the paper to the bookcase. 
 
'I wonder,' says he, 'whether the old prophet is there yet? I 
fancy I see him.' 
 
Crossing the room, he took out a dumpy Bible, which, sure 
enough, bore on the flyleaf the inscription: 'To Matthew Fell, 
from his Loving Godmother, Anne Aldous, 2 September, 1659.' 
 
'It would be no bad plan to test him again, Mr. Crome. I will 
wager we get a couple of names in the Chronicles. H'm! what 
have we here?" Thou shalt seek me in the morning, and I shall 
not be." Well, well! Your grandfather would have made a fine 
omen of that, hey? No more prophets for me! They are all in a 
tale. And now, Mr. Crome, I am infinitely obliged to you for your 
packet. You will, I fear, be impatient to get on. Pray allow me— 
another glass.' 
 
 
So with offers of hospitality, which were genuinely meant (for 
Sir Richard thought well of the young man's address and 
manner) they parted. 
 
In the afternoon came the guests—the Bishop of Kilmore, Lady 
Mary Hervey, Sir William Kentfield, etc. Dinner at five, wine, 
cards, supper, and dispersal to bed. 
 
Next morning Sir Richard is disinclined to take his gun with the 
rest. He talks with the Bishop of Kilmore. This prelate, unlike a 
good many of the Irish Bishops of his day, had visited his see, 
and, indeed, resided there, for some considerable time. This 
morning, as the two were walking along the terrace and talking 
over the alterations and improvements in the house, the Bishop 
said, pointing to the window of the West Room:

'You could never get one of my Irish flock to occupy that room. 
Sir Richard.' 
 
'Why is that, my lord? It is, in fact, my own.' 
 
'Well, our Irish peasantry will always have it that it brings the 
worst of luck to sleep near an ash-tree, and you have a fine 
growth of ash not two yards from your chamber window. 
Perhaps,' the Bishop went on, with a smile, 'it has given you a 
touch of its quality already, for you do not seem, if I may say it, 
so much the fresher for your night's rest as your friends would 
like to see you.' 
 
'That, or something else, it is true, cost me my sleep from twelve 
to four, my lord. But the tree is to come down to-morrow, so I 
shall not hear much more from it.' 
 
'I applaud your determination. It can hardly be wholesome to 
have the air you breathe strained, as it were, through all that 
leafage.' 
 
'Your lordship is right there, I think. But I had not my window 
open last night. It was rather the noise that went on—no doubt 
from the twigs sweeping the glass—that kept me open-eyed.' 
 
'I think that can hardly be. Sir Richard. Here—you see it from this 
point. None of these nearest branches even can touch your 
casement unless there were a gale, and there was none of that 
last night. They miss the panes by a foot.' 
 
'No, sir, true. What, then, will it be, I wonder, that scratched and 
rustled so—ay, and covered the dust on my sill with lines and 
marks?' 
 
At last they agreed that the rats must have come up through the 
ivy. That was the Bishop's idea, and Sir Richard jumped at it. 
 
So the day passed quietly, and night came, and the party 
dispersed to their rooms, and wished Sir Richard a better night. 
 
And now we are in his bedroom, with the light out and the Squire 
in bed. The room is over the kitchen, and the night outside still 
and warm, so the window stands open. 
 
There is very little light about the bedstead, but there is a 
strange movement there; it seems as if Sir Richard were moving 
his head rapidly to and fro with only the slightest possible sound. 
And now you would guess, so deceptive is the half-darkness, that 
he had several heads, round and brownish, which move back and 
forward, even as low as his chest. It is a horrible illusion. Is it 
nothing more? There! something drops off the bed with a soft 
plump, like a kitten, and is out of the window in a flash; another 
—four—and after that there is quiet again.



'Thou shalt seek me in the mornings and I shall not be.' 
As with Sir Matthew, so with Sir Richard—dead and black in his 
bed! 
 
A pale and silent party of guests and servants gathered under 
the window when the news was known. Italian poisoners, 
Popish emissaries, infected air—all these and more guesses 
were hazarded, and the Bishop of Kilmore looked at the tree, in 
the fork of whose lower boughs a white tom-cat was crouching, 
looking down the hollow which years had gnawed in the trunk. 
It was watching something inside the tree with great interest. 
 
Suddenly it got up and craned over the hole. Then a bit of the 
edge on which it stood gave way, and it went slithering in. 
Everyone looked up at the noise of the fall. 
 
It is known to most of us that a cat can cry; but few of us have 
heard, I hope, such a yell as came out of the trunk of the great 
ash. Two or three screams there were—the witnesses are not 
sure which—and then a slight and muffled noise of some 
commotion or struggling was all that came. But Lady Mary 
Hervey fainted outright, and the house-keeper stopped her ears 
and fled till she fell on the terrace. 
 
The Bishop of Kilmore and Sir William Kentfield stayed. Yet 
even they were daunted, though it was only at the cry of a cat; 
and Sir William swallowed once or twice before he could say: 
 
'There is something more than we know of in that tree, my lord. 
I am for an instant search.' 
 
And this was agreed upon. A ladder was brought, and one of 
the gardeners went up, and, looking down the hollow, could 
detect nothing but a few dim indications ofsomething moving. 
They got a lantern, and let it down by a rope. 
 
'We must get at the bottom of this. My life upon it, my lord, but 
the secret of these terrible deaths is there.' 
 
Up went the gardener again with the lantern, and let it down 
the hole cautiously. They saw the yellow light upon his face as 
he bent over, and saw his face struck with an incredulous terror 
and loathing before he cried out in a dreadful voice and fell 
back from the ladder—where, happily, he was caught by two of 
the men—letting the lantern fall inside the tree. 
 
He was in a dead faint, and it was some time before any word 
could be got from him. By then they had something else to look 
at. The lantern must have broken at the bottom, and the light 
in it caught upon dry leaves and rubbish that lay there, for in a 
few minutes a dense smoke began to come up, and then flame; 
and, to be short, the tree was in a blaze..

The bystanders made a ring at some yards' distance, and Sir 
William and the Bishop sent men to get what weapons and 
tools they could; for, clearly, whatever might be using the tree 
as its lair would be forced out by the fire. 
 
So it was. First, at the fork, they saw a round body covered with 
fire—the size of a man's head—appear very suddenly, then 
seem to collapse and fall back. This, five or six times; then a 
similar ball leapt into the air and fell on the grass, where after 
a moment it lay still. The Bishop went as near as he dared to it, 
and saw—what but the remains of an enormous spider, veinous 
and seared! And, as the fire burned lower down, more terrible 
bodies like this began to break out from the trunk, and it was 
seen that these were covered with grayish hair. 
 
All that day the ash burned, and until it fell to pieces the men 
stood about it, and from time to time killed the brutes as they 
darted out. At last there was a long interval when none 
appeared, and they cautiously closed in and examined the roots 
of the tree. 
 
'They found,' says the Bishop of Kilmore, 'below it a rounded 
hollow place in the earth, wherein were two or three bodies of 
these creatures that had plainly been smothered by the smoke; 
and, what is to me more curious, at the side of this den, against 
the wall, was crouching the anatomy or skeleton of a human 
being, with the skin dried upon the bones, having some 
remains of black hair, which was pronounced by those that 
examined it to be undoubtedly the body of a woman, and 
clearly dead for a period of fifty years.'



Of all the pupils at the knight school Gawaine le Cœur-Hardy was among the least promising. 
He was tall and sturdy, but his instructors soon discovered that he lacked spirit. He would 
hide in the woods when the jousting class was called, although his companions and members 
of the faculty sought to appeal to his better nature by shouting to him to come out and break 
his neck like a man. Even when they told him that the lances were padded, the horses no 
more than ponies and the field unusually soft for late autumn, Gawaine refused to grow 
enthusiastic. The Headmaster and the Assistant Professor of Pleasaunce were discussing the 
case one spring afternoon and the Assistant Professor could see no remedy but expulsion. 
 
"No," said the Headmaster, as he looked out at the purple hills which ringed the school, "I 
think I'll train him to slay dragons." 
 
"He might be killed," objected the Assistant Professor. 
 
"So he might," replied the Headmaster brightly, but he added, more soberly, "we must 
consider the greater good. We are responsible for the formation of this lad's character." 
 
"Are the dragons particularly bad this year?" interrupted the Assistant Professor. This was 
characteristic. He always seemed restive when the head of the school began to talk ethics 
and the ideals of the institution. 
 
"I've never known them worse," replied the Headmaster. "Up in the hills to the south last 
week they killed a number of peasants, two cows and a prize pig. And if this dry spell holds 
there's no telling when they may start a forest fire simply by breathing around 
indiscriminately." 
 
"Would any refund on the tuition fee be necessary in case of an accident to young Cœur- 
Hardy?" 
 
"No," the principal answered, judicially, "that's all covered in the contract. But as a matter of 
fact he won't be killed. Before I send him up in the hills I'm going to give him a magic word." 
 
"That's a good idea," said the Professor. "Sometimes they work wonders." 
 
From that day on Gawaine specialized in dragons. His course included both theory and 
practice. In the morning there were long lectures on the history, anatomy, manners and 
customs of dragons. Gawaine did not distinguish himself in these studies. He had a 
marvelously versatile gift for forgetting things. In the afternoon he showed to better 
advantage, for then he would go down to the South Meadow and practise with a battle-ax. In 
this exercise he was truly impressive, for he had enormous strength as well as speed and 
grace. He even developed a deceptive display of ferocity. Old alumni say that it was a 
thrilling sight to see Gawaine charging across the field toward the dummy paper dragon 
which had been set up for his practice. As he ran he would brandish his ax and shout "A 
murrain on thee!" or some other vivid bit of campus slang. It never took him more than one 
stroke to behead the dummy dragon. 
 
Gradually his task was made more difficult. Paper gave way to papier-mâché and finally to 
wood, but even the toughest of these dummy dragons had no terrors for Gawaine. One sweep 
of the ax always did the business. There were those who said that when the practice was 
protracted until dusk and the dragons threw long, fantastic shadows across the 
meadow Gawaine did not charge so impetuously nor shout so loudly. It is possible there was 
malice in this charge. At any rate, the Headmaster decided by the end of June that it was time
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Gawaine seemed dangerously close to a relapse into his old habit 
of whimpering. The Headmaster reassured him: "Don't worry; I'll 
give you something much better than an enchanted cap. I'm going 
to give you a magic word. All you have to do is to repeat this magic 
charm once and no dragon can possibly harm a hair of your head. 
You can cut off his head at your leisure." 
 
He took a heavy book from the shelf behind his desk and began to 
run through it. "Sometimes," he said, "the charm is a whole phrase 
or even a sentence. I might, for instance, give you 'To make the'— 
No, that might not do. I think a single word would be best for 
dragons." 
 
"A short word," suggested Gawaine. 
 
"It can't be too short or it wouldn't be potent. There isn't so much 
hurry as all that. Here's a splendid magic word: 'Rumplesnitz.' Do 
you think you can learn that?" 
 
Gawaine tried and in an hour or so he seemed to have the word 
well in hand. Again and again he interrupted the lesson to inquire, 
"And if I say 'Rumplesnitz' the dragon can't possibly hurt me?" And 
always the Headmaster replied, "If you only say 'Rumplesnitz,' you 
are perfectly safe." 
 
Toward morning Gawaine seemed resigned to his career. At 
daybreak the Headmaster saw him to the edge of the forest and 
pointed him to the direction in which he should proceed. About a 
mile away to the southwest a cloud of steam hovered over an open 
meadow in the woods and the Headmaster assured Gawaine that 
under the steam he would find a dragon. Gawaine went forward 
slowly. He wondered whether it would be best to approach the 
dragon on the run as he did in his practice in the South Meadow or 
to walk slowly toward him, shouting "Rumplesnitz" all the way. 
 
The problem was decided for him. No sooner had he come to the 
fringe of the meadow than the dragon spied him and began to 
charge. It was a large dragon and yet it seemed decidedly 
aggressive in spite of the Headmaster's statement to the contrary. 
As the dragon charged it released huge clouds of hissing steam 
through its nostrils. It was almost as if a gigantic teapot had gone 
mad. The dragon came forward so fast and Gawaine was so 
frightened that he had time to say "Rumplesnitz" only once. As he 
said it, he swung his battle-ax and off popped the head of the 
dragon. Gawaine had to admit that it was even easier to kill a real 
dragon than a wooden one if only you said "Rumplesnitz." 
 
Gawaine brought the ears home and a small section of the tail. His 
school mates and the faculty made much of him, but the 
Headmaster wisely kept him from being spoiled by insisting that he 
go on with his work. Every clear day Gawaine rose at dawn and 
went out to kill dragons. The Headmaster kept him at home when it 
rained, because he said the woods were damp and unhealthy at 
such times and that he didn't want the boy to run needless risks. 

 for the test. Only the night before a dragon had come close to 
the school grounds and had eaten some of the lettuce from the 
garden. The faculty decided that Gawaine was ready. They gave 
him a diploma and a new battle-ax and the Headmaster 
summoned him to a private conference. 
 
"Sit down," said the Headmaster. "Have a cigarette." 
 
Gawaine hesitated. 
 
"Oh, I know it's against the rules," said the Headmaster. "But 
after all, you have received your preliminary degree. You are no 
longer a boy. You are a man. To-morrow you will go out into 
the world, the great world of achievement." 
 
Gawaine took a cigarette. The Headmaster offered him a 
match, but he produced one of his own and began to puff away 
with a dexterity which quite amazed the principal. 
 
"Here you have learned the theories of life," continued the 
Headmaster, resuming the thread of his discourse, "but after 
all, life is not a matter of theories. Life is a matter of facts. It 
calls on the young and the old alike to face these facts, even 
though they are hard and sometimes unpleasant. Your problem, 
for example, is to slay dragons." 
 
"They say that those dragons down in the south wood are five 
hundred feet long," ventured Gawaine, timorously. 
 
"Stuff and nonsense!" said the Headmaster. "The curate saw 
one last week from the top of Arthur's Hill. The dragon was 
sunning himself down in the valley. The curate didn't have an 
opportunity to look at him very long because he felt it was his 
duty to hurry back to make a report to me. He said the monster, 
or shall I say, the big lizard?—wasn't an inch over two hundred 
feet. But the size has nothing at all to do with it. You'll find the 
big ones even easier than the little ones. They're far slower on 
their feet and less aggressive, I'm told. Besides, before you go 
I'm going to equip you in such fashion that you need have no 
fear of all the dragons in the world." 
 
"I'd like an enchanted cap," said Gawaine. 
 
"What's that?" answered the Headmaster, testily. 
 
"A cap to make me disappear," explained Gawaine. 
 
The Headmaster laughed indulgently. "You mustn't believe all 
those old wives' stories," he said. "There isn't any such thing. A 
cap to make you disappear, indeed! What would you do with it? 
You haven't even appeared yet. Why, my boy, you could walk 
from here to London, and nobody would so much as look at 
you. You're nobody. You couldn't be more invisible than that."



Few good days passed in which Gawaine 
failed to get a dragon. On one particularly 
fortunate day he killed three, a husband 
and wife and a visiting relative. Gradually 
he developed a technique. Pupils who 
sometimes watched him from the hill-tops 
a long way off said that he often allowed 
the dragon to come within a few feet 
before he said "Rumplesnitz." He came to 
say it with a mocking sneer. Occasionally 
he did stunts. Once when an excursion 
party from London was watching him he 
went into action with his right hand tied 
behind his back. The dragon's head came 
off just as easily. 
 
As Gawaine's record of killings mounted 
higher the Headmaster found it 
impossible to keep him completely in 
hand. He fell into the habit of stealing out 
at night and engaging in long drinking 
bouts at the village tavern. It was after 
such a debauch that he rose a little before 
dawn one fine August morning and started 
out after his fiftieth dragon. His head was 
heavy and his mind sluggish. He was 
heavy in other respects as well, for he had 
adopted the somewhat vulgar practice of 
wearing his medals, ribbons and all, when 
he went out dragon hunting. The 
decorations began on his chest and ran all 
the way down to his abdomen. They must 
have weighed at least eight pounds. 
 
Gawaine found a dragon in the same 
meadow where he had killed the first one. 
It was a fair-sized dragon, but evidently an 
old one. Its face was wrinkled and 
Gawaine thought he had never seen so 
hideous a countenance. Much to the lad's 
disgust, the monster refused to charge 
and Gawaine was obliged to walk toward 
him. He whistled as he went. The dragon 
regarded him hopelessly, but craftily. Of 
course it had heard of Gawaine. Even 
when the lad raised his battle-ax the 
dragon made no move. It knew that there 
was no salvation in the quickest thrust of 
the head, for it had been informed that 
this hunter was protected by an 
enchantment. It merely waited, hoping 
something would turn up. Gawaine raised 
the battle-ax and suddenly lowered it 
again. He had grown very pale and he  
 

trembled violently. The dragon suspected a 
trick. "What's the matter?" it asked, with 
false solicitude. 
 
"I've forgotten the magic word," stammered 
Gawaine. 
 
"What a pity," said the dragon. "So that was 
the secret. It doesn't seem quite sporting to 
me, all this magic stuff, you know. Not 
cricket, as we used to say when I was a little 
dragon; but after all, that's a matter of 
opinion." 
 
Gawaine was so helpless with terror that the 
dragon's confidence rose immeasurably and 
it could not resist the temptation to show 
off a bit. 
 
"Could I possibly be of any assistance?" it 
asked. "What's the first letter of the magic 
word?" 
 
"It begins with an 'r,'" said Gawaine weakly. 
 
"Let's see," mused the dragon, "that doesn't 
tell us much, does it? What sort of a word is 
this? Is it an epithet, do you think?" 
 
Gawaine could do no more than nod. 
 
"Why, of course," exclaimed the dragon, 
"reactionary Republican." 
 
Gawaine shook his head. 
 
"Well, then," said the dragon, "we'd better 
get down to business. Will you surrender?" 
 
With the suggestion of a compromise 
Gawaine mustered up enough courage to 
speak. 
 
"What will you do if I surrender?" he asked. 
 
"Why, I'll eat you," said the dragon. 
 
"And if I don't surrender?" 
 
"I'll eat you just the same." 
 
"Then it doesn't mean any difference, does 
it?" moaned Gawaine.

"It does to me," said the dragon with a 
smile. "I'd rather you didn't surrender. 
You'd taste much better if you didn't." 
 
The dragon waited for a long time for 
Gawaine to ask "Why?" but the boy was 
too frightened to speak. At last the 
dragon had to give the explanation 
without his cue line. "You see," he said, 
"if you don't surrender you'll taste better 
because you'll die game." 
 
This was an old and ancient trick of the 
dragon's. By means of some such quip 
he was accustomed to paralyze his 
victims with laughter and then to 
destroy them. Gawaine was sufficiently 
paralyzed as it was, but laughter had no 
part in his helplessness. With the last 
word of the joke the dragon drew back 
his head and struck. In that second there 
flashed into the mind of Gawaine the 
magic word "Rumplesnitz," but there 
was no time to say it. There was time 
only to strike and, without a word, 
Gawaine met the onrush of the dragon 
with a full swing. He put all his back and 
shoulders into it. The impact was terrific 
and the head of the dragon flew away 
almost a hundred yards and landed in a 
thicket. 
 
Gawaine did not remain frightened very 
long after the death of the dragon. His 
mood was one of wonder. He was 
enormously puzzled. He cut off the ears 
of the monster almost in a trance. Again 
and again he thought to himself, "I 
didn't say 'Rumplesnitz'!" He was sure of 
that and yet there was no question that 
he had killed the dragon. In fact, he had 
never killed one so utterly. Never before 
had he driven a head for anything like 
the same distance. Twenty-five yards 
was perhaps his best previous record. All 
the way back to the knight school he 
kept rumbling about in his mind seeking 
an explanation for what had occurred. 
He went to the Headmaster immediately 
and after closing the door told him what 
had happened. 
 
"I didn't say 'Rumplesnitz,'" he explained 
with great earnestness.



The Headmaster laughed. "I'm glad 
you've found out," he said. "It makes you 
ever so much more of a hero. Don't you 
see that? Now you know that it was you 
who killed all these dragons and not 
that foolish little word 'Rumplesnitz.'" 
 
Gawaine frowned. "Then it wasn't a 
magic word after all?" he asked. 
 
"Of course not," said the Headmaster, 
"you ought to be too old for such 
foolishness. There isn't any such thing 
as a magic word." 
 
"But you told me it was magic," 
protested Gawaine. "You said it was 
magic and now you say it isn't." 
 
"It wasn't magic in a literal sense," 
answered the Headmaster, "but it was 
much more wonderful than that. The 
word gave you confidence. It took away 
your fears. If I hadn't told you that you 
might have been killed the very first 
time. It was your battle-ax did the trick." 
 
Gawaine surprised the Headmaster by 
his attitude. He was obviously distressed 
by the explanation. He interrupted a 
long philosophic and ethical discourse 
by the Headmaster with, "If I hadn't of 
hit 'em all mighty hard and fast any one 
of 'em might have crushed me like a, 
like a—" He fumbled for a word. 
 
"Egg shell," suggested the Headmaster. 
 
"Like a egg shell," assented Gawaine, 
and he said it many times. All through 
the evening meal people who sat near 
him heard him muttering, "Like a egg 
shell, like a egg shell." 
 
The next day was clear, but Gawaine did 
not get up at dawn. Indeed, it was 
almost noon when the Headmaster 
found him cowering in bed, with the 
clothes pulled over his head. The 
principal called the Assistant Professor 
of Pleasaunce, and together they 
dragged the boy toward the forest. 
 

"He'll be all right as soon as he gets a 
couple more dragons under his belt," 
explained the Headmaster. 
 
The Assistant Professor of Pleasaunce 
agreed. "It would be a shame to stop 
such a fine run," he said. "Why, counting 
that one yesterday, he's killed fifty 
dragons." 
 
They pushed the boy into a thicket 
above which hung a meager cloud of 
steam. It was obviously quite a small 
dragon. But Gawaine did not come back 
that night or the next. In fact, he never 
came back. Some weeks afterward brave 
spirits from the school explored the 
thicket, but they could find nothing to 
remind them of Gawaine except the 
metal parts of his medals. Even the 
ribbons had been devoured. 
 
The Headmaster and the Assistant 
Professor of Pleasaunce agreed that it 
would be just as well not to tell the 
school how Gawaine had achieved his 
record and still less how he came to die. 
They held that it might have a bad 
effect on school spirit. Accordingly, 
Gawaine has lived in the memory of the 
school as its greatest hero. No visitor 
succeeds in leaving the building to-day 
without seeing a great shield which 
hangs on the wall of the dining hall. 
Fifty pairs of dragons' ears are mounted 
upon the shield and underneath in gilt 
letters is "Gawaine le Cœur-Hardy," 
followed by the simple inscription, "He 
killed fifty dragons." The record has 
never been equaled.



A ghost, that loved a lady fair, 
Ever in the starry air 
Of midnight at her pillow stood; 
And, with a sweetness skies above 
The luring words of human love, 
Her soul the phantom wooed. 
Sweet and sweet is their poisoned note, 
The little snakes' of silver throat, 
In mossy skulls that nest and lie, 
Ever singing "die, oh! die." 
 
Young soul put off your flesh, and come 
With me into the quiet tomb, 
Our bed is lovely, dark, and sweet; 
The earth will swing us, as she goes, 
Beneath our coverlid of snows, 
And the warm leaden sheet. 
Dear and dear is their poisoned note, 
The little snakes' of silver throat, 
In mossy skulls that nest and lie, 
Ever singing "die, oh! die."

This is a variant of the glanconer, 

which is written up in Realms of 

Power: Faerie (page 74 and 75). 

Thanks to Clarica for the recording.

The Phantom-Wooer 

by Thomas Lovell 

Beddoes



In vanilla Mythic Europe we have the following features: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There's a way to pull Criamon mysticism and game mechanics, mostly intact, 
into the Jeudo-Christian framework. Doing so redefines what the point of magic 
is, and it might give us a new way of looking at many of the houses of the 
game. It's also somewhere we have almost gone before. 

Everything that rises 

must converge

 
When I was back in university, decades ago, I noticed that 
the origin story given for mortal magic in Order of 
Hermes for second edition was very similar to the 
destruction of the Tanu in Julian May's Pliocene Exile 
stories. Those stories are prequels and sequels to her 
Galactic Milieu series, and I love them.  A key point in 
them is that, in broad terms, a Jesuit paleontologist called 
Pierre Tielhard de Chardin was right about the 
fundamental nature of reality. 
 
de Chardin was a scientist who believed in evolution, and 
he was also a theologian who believed in God, and his 
way of bridging those two beliefs is what interests us as a 
game cosmology. He believed that evolution started 
early. His force toward coherence he calls Love, which is 
handy because that's what the Criamon already call 
theirs. 
 
Initially matter is formed, then it becomes more complex 
and becomes the dead Earth, the geosphere. Out of the 
elements in the dead earth, life emerges. creating the 
biosphere. Out of the live elements of the biosphere, self- 
reflective life emerges, creating the noosphere. That's us, 
creating thought and culture. Evolution does not stop 
there. Out of the noosphere emerge ultrahumans, not 
only more intelligent but more ethical than us, driven by 
Love into increasingly complex forms, until, as the 
universe collapses, it is transcended. All matter, time, 
power, information and wisdom exist in a single 
omniscience. 

The magi who best understand how the clockwork of reality moves are the Criamon magi. 
These magi are followers of Empedoclean thought, in Greek, Sufi and Helleno-Buddist modes. 
Empedocles said time was a circle, beginning with a paradise, a metaphorical cosmic egg, called 
the Spharios,  and returning to it after aeons of strife. 
Jews, Christians, Muslims and Zoroastrans are roughly correct about the nature of the Divine in 
Mythic Europe. Therefore there will be a judgement. Time is not a circle. The Criamon are wrong. 
Despite this, the Criamon know and do a lot of cool stuff because they know a bit about how the 
machine behind stage dressing of reality works. 

 
This is called the Omega Point. To a Criamon magus, that 
looks an awful lot like the Spharios. To a Christian if you 
describe a spiritual force that exists in everything, knows 
everything and can control everything, you're basically 
describing God. de Chardin takes it a step further, and 
notes that since it's God materially embodied, that's 
Jesus. This is the Second Coming, in some sense. 
 
So, House Criamon are building a Genius Locus in their 
cave complex, in the metaphysical heart of the world. It is 
easier to say they are building a mechanism which allows 
magi to ascend from the human to the ultrahuman? That 
magi in Twilight are not trapped in a Void awaiting 
 Gabriel's Trumpet, but are drawing the universe toward a 
final unity? 
 
A superficial argument against this, and one I wrote, is 
that the power which drives magic is caused by the decay 
of the universe toward the swirl of chaos, predicted by 
Empedolcean cosmology, and the demons are inhabitants 
of the swirl. Perdo is easier than Creo, because the world 
is decaying. Entropy increases, giving time direction and 
magic polarity. 
 
de Chardin would suggest that there are two types of 
energy. Sure, the physical energy of the world is 
decaying, but that's not important. The spiritual energy of 
the world is continuing to become more complex, leading 
to a transcendence of the material. Creo is hard is 
because you aren't as good at it as Perdo. Ultrahumans 
might be. Arguably they might find Perdo difficult, driven 
as they are by a higher form of wisdom than humans. It's 
not that the world is falling apart: it's that magi have yet 
to rise. 



This lets me sneak Reason as an idea back into the game, 
not as a paltry denial of actual facts, but in the way it was 
used in the Enlightenment, as an obvious way of 
exploring the creation. 
 
A side note: There are some people who follow de 
Chardin's ideas who seem his work as not so much 
spiritual as mechanistic: the cosmological Jesus is 
basically a supercomputer. These people tend to suggrst 
that because the end is already known, the preconditions 
that lead to that end are implacable. That is, in a sense, 
everything is destined: the machine creates itself ab 
initio. God comes from fire and goes back to fire. The 
Criamon have the shackles of the Goddess of Inevitability 
as their House sign. 
 
Those of you who have played Over the Edge will know 
that such a machine has already been used in Atlas 
Games before. The Throckmorton Device, in that setting, 
is forcing the present to curve toward the future in which 
is becomes real. Jesus is like the Throckmorton Device, 
but he loves you, so that might be OK. 
 
So, the Divine are the elements of Creation which are 
closest to the Omega Point. Magic is a catalyst that can 
be used to speed humans toward that point. Magic is 
information, and information is Love. Faerie is made of 
stories, which are a reserve of spiritual complexity. The 
Infernal is...I'd argue it's the result of a felix culpa.  It 
exists so that the Omega Point is more than just Adam, 
Eve and some shrub. 
 
Drawing on the Jewish idea that all evil comes from God, 
because everything comes from God, rather than the Evil 
as Absence model, we could posit that the Infernal's 
function is to force the Universe to experience itself. To 
draw Empedocles back in, he thought the  Spahrios 
cracked because of his, personal, sin, and the point of 
reality was its expiation. Maybe the point of the Infernal 
is to enhance Creation? 
 
So, if you want to play Criamon, or Holy Magi, and you 
don't want to use the cosmology we've used before: 
maybe a little de Chardin can show you new ways to 
explore the underlying structure of Mythic Europe. 



One's spirit goes further in dreams than it does by day. Wandering once by 
night from a factory city I came to the edge of Hell. 
 
The place was foul with cinders and cast-off things, and jagged, half-buried 
things with shapeless edges, and there was a huge angel with a hammer 
building in plaster and steel. I wondered what he did in that dreadful place. 
I hesitated, then asked him what he was building. "We are adding to Hell," 
he said, "to keep pace with the times." "Don't be too hard on them," I said, 
for I had just come out of a compromising age and a weakening country. 
The angel did not answer. "It won't be as bad as the old hell, will it?" I said. 
"Worse," said the angel. 
 
"How can you reconcile it with your conscience as a Minister of Grace," I 
said, "to inflict such a punishment?" (They talked like this in the city whence 
I had come and I could not avoid the habit of it.) 
 
"They have invented a new cheap yeast," said the angel. 
 
I looked at the legend on the walls of the hell that the angel was building, 
the words were written in flame, every fifteen seconds they changed their 
color, "Yeasto, the great new yeast, it builds up body and brain, and 
something more." 
 
"They shall look at it for ever," the angel said. 
 
"But they drove a perfectly legitimate trade," I said, "the law allowed it." 
 
The angel went on hammering into place the huge steel uprights. 
 
"You are very revengeful," I said. "Do you never rest from doing this terrible 
work?" 
 
"I rested one Christmas Day," the angel said, "and looked and saw little 
children dying of cancer. I shall go on now until the fires are lit." 
 
"It is very hard to prove," I said, "that the yeast is as bad as you think." 
 
"After all," I said, "they must live." 
 
And the angel made no answer but went on building his hell. 
 

Dunsany: 

The Reward

A short Dunsany piece in 

which we see either an 

angel, or an accuser at its 

work. 

 

Accusers are demons 

who claim to punish 

humans on behalf of God.  

 

I like that this angel, or 

demon, has installed neon 

lights in the extension he 

is building for Hell. 

 

In your own game, what 

can your character do if a 

titanic, winged figure with 

a hammer begins building 

an Infermal regio nearby? 

In this case, a solution is 

obvious. 

 

Thanks again to Sandra 

Cullum for reading these 

stories into the public 

domain via LibriVox.



In Mythic Europe, creatures can emerge spontaneously from unliving matter. This was the common 
belief in 1220, as people were unfamiliar with microscopic life, and that insects laid eggs. The main 
reference to this in the current rule set is that meat forced to degrade with destructive magic 
spontaneously generates flies and maggots. References are made to the idea elsewhere: bees come 
from rotting cow carcasses, while wasps come from rotting horses. Barnacle geese are not birds: they 
are a sort high-mobile mollusc. These stories are an obvious explanation for for Creo vis sources, but to 
people at the time this wasn't any more magical than that some animals grow their offspring internally. 
 
There's a lengthy list of these sorts of things in Aristotle. Some of these would allow a covenant to 
develop industries, despite not having the sort of equipment required by modern agriculture. If scallops, 
clams and razorfish, as he says, emerge spontaneously from sand, you just need water and sand to 
create batch after batch. You don't need to breed them, or even care for them beyond a brief growth 
stage. Between harvests you can drain the growth chambers entirely, and just fill them again when you 
are ready for a new batch. You can even swap your substrate to make batches of different animals: toss 
the sand out, add slime, and you can make oysters. Toss the slime out and get particular types of rock, 
and you can get barnacles, which might give you the oddly avian type above. Alternatively, you can 
make sponges. 
 
On a related note, if you keep produce for a long time, it will eventually spontaneously generate 
something that will destroy it. Wool generates silverfish. Wheat generates mites. Even libraries, 
according to the architect Vitruvius, need to be careful of this, because bookworms are spontaneously 
generated. He advocates facing libraries east, because southern and western winds favour this 
undesired generation. 
 
If spontaneous generation is related to the magic realm, Hermetic libraries likely make this problem 
worse. In real libraries the bookworm has a natural predator, the pseudoscorpion. I've written before 
about how I think that Durenmar likely has a hive of gigantic pseudooscorpions. We know they exist in 
Mythic Europe, because Aristotle describes one type of bookworm as like a tiny "scorpion without a 
tail". 
 
I wonder, could a Criamon from the group who memorises books by eating them just have a huge 
bookworm as her familiar, and throw books into it, gaining magical experience through the Silver cord? 
It's certainly bizarre, horrific and useful enough to make it work developing. 
 
Aristotle's great proof of spontaneous emergence is the glass eel. Glass eels don't have genitals, and 
yet they regularly appear in vast swarms, going up rivers throughout Europe. He said they came from 
decaying earthworms. Pliny said that was wrong, that they reproduced by budding, with tiny fragments 
of eel that were scraped off in daily life growing into complete eels.  In the real world, we know these 
ideas aren't true. In Mythic Europe, where Aristotle is correct, leptocephaluses, glass eels, elvers, yellow 
eels, and silver eels are all separate species. In the real world, they are the life-stages of a single 
species, and it only develops genitals in the final form. 
 
A related issue is that eels turn up in puddles and dams far from their native rivers. It's not all that odd, 
in some areas, to wander about after rain and see a thing which you initially mistake for a snake, then 
discover it is an eel. This is because, after rain, eels will leave their rivers and seek out new waterways. 
They even climb up the walls of artificial dams, so they turn up in all kinds of unlikely places. This 
makes spontaneous emergence seem more likely to the medieval mind. 
 
A final point about eels is that their blood is poisonous. This was only demonstrated scientifically in the 
20th Century by proving you can provoke anaphylaxis by injecting it into laboratory animals. I'd suggest 
it's well-known on a folk level regardless, because places which eat food raw, like the salmon in the 
west and the tuna in Japan, always cook eels. Cooking breaks down the irritant in the blood. That being 
noted, it makes corrosive blood a lovely choice for a vast eel that lingers in the depths of the channel, 
picking over the bones of fallen Lyonesse. 

Cornwall: 

Spontaneous 

Life and the 

Glass Eel 

The strait between 

Cornwall and the Scilly 

Islands is renowned 

as a haunt of eels. I'd 

presumed these were 

conger eels, which 

live their entire lives 

at sea, but it seems 

that the common eel 

is also found in these 

waters. 

 

The common eel is at 

the centre of one of 

the weirder bits of 

Mythic European 

science, and I'll want 

to include it as a vis 

source, or source of 

monsters, in the 

Cornwall book. Let's 

collect some ideas. 



I have walked a great while over the snow, 
And I am not tall nor strong. 

My clothes are wet, and my teeth are set, 
And the way was hard and long. 

I have wandered over the fruitful earth, 
But I never came here before. 

Oh, lift me over the threshold, and let me in at the door! 
 

The cutting wind is a cruel foe. 
I dare not stand in the blast. 

My hands are stone, and my voice a groan, 
And the worst of death is past. 
I am but a little maiden still, 
My little white feet are sore. 

Oh, lift me over the threshold, and let me in at the door! 
 

Her voice was the voice that women have, 
Who plead for their heart’s desire. 

She came—she came—and the quivering flame 
Sunk and died in the fire. 

It never was lit again on my hearth 
Since I hurried across the floor, 

To lift her over the threshold, and let her in at the door.

A little bonus episode for 

Hallowee'n. 

The Witch 

by Mary Colridge 


